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Abstract. Recursive analysis, the theory of computation of functions on real numbers, has been
studied from various aspects. We investigate the computational complexity of real functions using
the methods of recursive function theory. Partial recursive real functions are defined and their
domains are characterized as the recursively open sets. We define the time complexity of recursive
real continuous functions and show that the time complexity and the modulus of uniform continuity
of a function are closely related. We study the complexity of the roots and the differentiability
of polynomial time computable real functions. In particular, a polynomial time computable real
function may have a root of arbitrarily high complexity and may be nowhere differentiable. The
concepts of the space complexity and nondeterministic computation are used to study the
complexity of the integrals and the maximum values of real functions. These problems are shown
to be related to the "P = ?NP " and the "P =?PSPACE" questions.
1. Introduction
Since Turing introduced the concept of computable (real) numbers in 1937 [20],
many different directions have been taken in the study of constructive analysis (see,
for example, [1, 10, 11, 13, 18, 19]). Recursive function theory is often used as a
setting for the study of effective computability of real numbers and real functions
[6, 12, 15, 19], resulting in major and basic contributions in this area: namely, the
formulation of computable real numbers, the comparison of different notions of
computability of real numbers, the study of relationship between computability
and continuity, and recursive measure theory, to name a few. Methods of recursive
function theory were used to discuss the problems mainly at the recursive and the
primitive recursive levels. However, as recent research in the area of computational
complexity has drifted from effective computability to efficient (or, polynomial
level) computability, the consideration of polynomial level complexity of real
computations has become more interesting and important. In this paper, we investi-
gate this topic using recursive function theory and other techniques and notions
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which have been successfully used in the study of polynomial level complexity of
combinatory computations.
The goal of this paper is to present a natural definition of computational com-
plexity of real functions and to use new techniques such as nondeterministic
computation to study the relationship between complexity and analytical properties
of real functions. First we extend the most basic result in recursive analysis that
only continuous functions are computable to polynomial level time complexity;
namely, the magnitude of the modulus of continuity of a real function characterizes
its time complexity relative to oracle sets (Theorem 3.1). Then, we ask "If the time
complexity of a real function is known, what can we say about the complexity of
its roots, derivative, integral, and maximum value?" The notion of nondeterminism
is used to study the complexity of the integrals and the maximum values of real
functions. Attempting to answer the above question, we obtain the following results:
(1) A polynomial time computable real function may have a root of exponential
or even higher time complexity; however, if the function is also analytic, then its
roots must have time complexity bounded by some polynomial (Theorem 4.1,
Corollary 4.3.1).
(2) There exists a nowhere differentiable function which can be computed in
polynomial time (Theorem S.l).
(3) The space complexity of the integral of a polynomial time computable real
function is bounded by a polynomial (Theorem 6.2).
(4) The maximum value of a polynomial time computable real function can be
computed in polynomial time with an oracle in NP (Theorem 7.2).
The last two results put these basic problems in real analysis into the endless list
of NP and PSPACE problems. They are, to the best of our knowledge, the first
two natural problems in real analysis shown to be related to NP or PSPACE
problems. It suggests that these problems may have similar nature as some com-
binatorial problems such as the travelling salesman problem and the graph coloring
problem.
In Section 2 we give a computational model of computable real functions based
on the notion of oracle Turing machines. Computable real functions may not be
total, but must be continuous on their domains. The domains of computable real
functions are characterized by their topological properties.
In Section 3, then, the computational complexity of real functions is defined
using the complexity of oracle Turing machines. Polynomial time computable real
functions relative to oracle sets are first characterized by the magnitude of the
modulus of continuity. Then, a different formulation of polynomial time computable
real functions without using the notion of relative computation is proposed and
compared with our definition in order to demonstrate its generality.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the study of computational complexity of
some basic problems in classical real analysis. Section 4 studies the complexity of
roots of a function. We show that the roots of a polynomial time computable
function are not necessarily polynomial time computable. A sufficient condition is
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given for having polynomial time computable roots based only on some analytical
properties of the function. It follows that the set of polynomial time computable
complex numbers is an algebraically closed field. The possibility of a uniform
polynomial time algorithm for finding the roots of polynomials is also discussed.
In Sections 5, 6 and 7 we discuss the computational complexity of the derivative,
the integral, and the maximum value of a real function, respectively. We ask some
basic questions: Can a polynomial time computable function be nondifferentiable?
What is the relationship between the complexity of a function and that of its
integral? What about its maximum value? We are not able to determine precisely
the complexity of these problems. Instead, our results do reveal the inherent
difficulty of determining their complexity. For instance, the fact that the integration
problem is in PSPACE means that it will be hard (if not impossible) to show any
exponential time algorithm for numerical integration being the best.
Finally, in conclusion, we point out some interesting open questions and suggest
some different approaches. In particular, we ask "What is the time complexity of
a step function?" and a reasonable approach is proposed. This could be another
new and interesting area and needs further investigation.
The idea of studying computational complexity theory of real functions was
originated by Friedman. He also raised the question of relating computational
complexity of real functions to basic theorems in real analysis.
1.1. Terminology and notation
The terminology and notation in this paper will follow that of Roger's [16] and
the convention of real analysis. N is the set of all nonnegative integers. Z is the
set of all integers. R is the set of all real numbers. C is the set of all complex
numbers. We assume that readers are familiar with Turing machines, recursive
functions and some basic concepts in real analysis. We will often use the binary
representation of a real number and a unique binary representation is assumed for
every real number. Instead of using the set of rational numbers as a basis of
computable real numbers, we will use the set D of "dyadic rational numbers," i.e.,
D ={m/2n : m EZ, n EN}.
For each n EN, D n is the set of all dyadic rational numbers with "'Sn bits in the
fraction part, or, D n = {m/2
n
: mE Z}. We identify the set {a, 1}* of finite strings
over {a, 1} with the set D n [0, 1] in a natural way that a string d j d 2 ••• dn in {a, 1}*
represents the number 0. d 1d 2 ••• dn (in binary), or d 1 • T
1 + ... + dn . Tn in D. If
dE {a, 1}*, we write Idl to denote the length of d. Thus D n is the class of all dyadic
rational numbers with representations in {a, 1}* of length "'Sn. Note that a dyadic
rational number may have infinitely many representations in {0,1}* each of a
different length. A fixed pairing scheme on integers is assumed. I.e., there exist
recursive functions 1Tn : N
n ~N which are one-to-one and onto, n = 1, 2, .... We
write (i, j) to denote 1T2(i, j).
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A real number can be considered as a sequence of dyadic rational numbers which
converges to it. More precisely, we give the following notation from [5]:
Notation. Let x be a real number, 0 ~ x ~ 1. We say that the function ¢ binary
converges to x and write A (x, ¢) if ¢ (n) ED n and
I<p(n)-xl~rn forallnEN.
Computable real numbers can now be defined easily.
Definition 1.1. A real number x, 0 ~ x ~ 1, is recursive if there is a recursive function
¢ such that A(x, ¢).
There are only countably many recursive real numbers because there are only
countably many recursive functions. However, they include all rational numbers,
all algebraic numbers, and many other transcendental numbers including e and 'Tl'.
It is shown in [15] that the set of all recursive real numbers forms a real closed field.
Some other definitions of computable real numbers can be formulated from other
notions of real numbers and were shown to be equivalent to ours [8]. However, a
careful study on other formulations shows that they do not have many of the good
properties that ours have1. Therefore, we will use the above defined notion of real
numbers as a basis for the definition of computable real functions.
Other notions such as oracle Turing machines, and time complexity will be
explained in the context when they appear the first time.
2. Computable real functions
Recursive functionals and effective operators have been used to define compu-
table real functions [5, 6, 10, 19]. One approach is to define computable real
functions as effective operators only on the set of computable real numbers [1].
With this definition, many surprising results appear. For example, a continuous
recursive real function on a closed interval may not be uniformly continuous; a
continuous function on a closed interval may not have an integral, etc. Another
approach considers all real continuous functions on all real numbers [6, 10]. That
is, a computable real function is an effective operator on all possible total functions
(not necessarily recursive) which compute real numbers. All familiar properties in
classical analysis still hold, and the interest is on the recursiveness of these properties.
In this paper, we take an approach similar to the second one and use oracle Turing
machines as computing models so that we can apply the complexity measure of
Turing machines to the study of the computational complexity of real functions.
1 For example, using our definition, the class of primitive recursive real numbers is also a real closed
field which fact no longer holds if we replace our definition by others (see [8] for further discussion),
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Our definition also extends the class of computable real functions to include partial
real functions.
We begin with a description of oracle Turing machines (OTM). A (set-) oracle
TM is a usual one-tape TM equipped with an extra query-tape, and three special
states: the query state, the yes state, and the no state. During the computation,
the machine may write some symbols on the query tape or enter the query state.
When the machine enters the query state, the "oracle" will examine the string on
the query tape, and, in one step, answer the query by restarting the machine in
the yes state or the no state according to whether the string on the query tape is
in the oracle set or not. We assume that the query tape is cleaned after each query.
A function-oracle TM is similarly equipped with a query tape and a query state.
When the machine enters the query state, the oracle (a function 1» will erase the
string w on the query tape and write down 1> (w) on the query tape and restart the
machine in a new state which must be specified by the TM program before entering
the query state. Note that although we assume that the oracle can provide the
required information in one step, the TM must take 11> (w)1 steps to read the output
1>(w) from the query tape. We will sometimes use the two-oracle (or multi-oracle)
TM's by assuming two (or more) query tapes and two (or more) query states and
the interpretation is similar.
Notation. If M is an OTM with 1>, a function, as an oracle and n as an input, then
we write M4>(n) for the output and M4>(n)t if M does not halt on input n with
oracle 1>. If an oracle 1> which binary converges to x actually computes the binary
expansion of x (i.e. (Vn)1> (n) ~ x < 1> (n) +Tn), then we call 1> the standardoracle
for x and write MX(n) instead of M4>(n).2
Now, we are ready for the definition of recursive real functions. We consider
only functions with domains contained in [0, 1].
Definition 2.1. Let S <;; [0, 1] and S = [0, 1] - S. A function f: S -+ R is said to be
partialrecursive if there is a function-oracle TM M such that
and
I.e., if A(x, 1», and x is in the domain, then M4> computes a function l/J such
that A (f(x), 1/1).
Definition 2.2. f: [0, 1] -+ R is (total) recursive if f is partial recursive on [0, 1].
2 The representations of the input n and the output M<P(n) are not important at this moment. We
will discuss the representations in Section 3 when the computational complexity is considered.
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Intuitively, the computation of a partial recursive real function is as follows. For
given x (or, oracle 4» and integer n, the TM M tries to find a dyadic rational
number d of length n such that d is close to f(x). During the computation,
information about x can be obtained from 4> by putting some number m on the
query tape and then entering the query state. The value 4> (m) then can be read
from the query tape when the machine is restarted at a new state. The oracle 4>
may be queried several times with distinct input values m.
Now, we give some examples to illustrate the computation of recursive real
functions.
(i) Many continuous functions are recursive, e.g., polynomials with recursive
coefficients, all elementary functions, Ix I, etc. (ct. Theorem 2.2).
(ii) f(x) = 1/x on (0, 1] is partial recursive.
Examples (iii) and (iv) will use the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1 ([1, 15]). (a) There is no oracle machine which can tell whether two
oracle functions 4> and IjJ compute the same real number or not.
(b) There is a partial oracle machine M 1 which, when presented with two oracle
functions 4> and IjJ for two distinct real numbers x and y, respectively, determines
whether x < y or y <x.
(iii) Let Xo be a recursive real number in (0, 1).
{
O' ifO~x<xo,
gXQ(X}= 1, ifxo<x~l,
t, if x = Xo
is partial recursive.
(iv) If we extend the definition to two-dimensional functions, then
{
1'
f(x, y) = 0,
t,
if x < y,
if x > y,
if x = y.
is partial recursive.
One of the most important results in every approach to constructive analysis is
that only continuous functions are computable. We will show this fact along with
a stronger result that all continuous functions are computable in some relative
sense. Here we first give a characterization of the domains of partial recursive real
functions.
Definition 2.3 ([11]). (i) A set S ~ [0,1] is called recursively open if S = 0 or there
exists a recursive function 4>: N ~D such that
co
(VnEN)[4>(2n)<4>(2n+1)]&S=U (4)(2n),4>(2n+1)).
n=O
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(ii) A set T £: [0, 1] is recursively closed if its complement in [0, 1] is recursively
open.
Theorem 2.1. A set S £: [0,1] is recursively open if and only if there is a partial
recursive real function f whose domain is S.
Proof. (Only if): Assume that 5 is recursively open and
00
S = U (4)(2n), 4>(2n + 1».
,,~O
We describe an OTM M to compute f: 5 ~ R such that x E 5 ~ f(x)!.
For given oracle function rjJ, A(x, rjJ) for some x, and input n, the machine M
works in stages.
5tage (i, j). Compute 4>(2i) and 4>(2i + 1). Run the partial oracle machine M 1 in
Lemma 2.1(b) on (rjJ, 4>(2i» and (rjJ, 4>(2i + 1» for j steps to determine
whether x E (4)(2i), 4>(2i + 1» or not. If, in j steps, we know that
x> 4> (2i) and x < 4> (2i + 1), then output 1.0. Otherwise go to the next
stage.
End of algorithm.
If XES, then there exist i and j such that x E (4)(2i), 4>(2i + 1» and the machine
M 1 of Lemma 2.1(b) halts on both (rjJ,4>(2i» and (rjJ,4>(2i+1» in j steps. So,
M VJ (n) = 1 by stage (i, j).
Conversely, if x e 5, then, for all i, x e (4) (2i), 4> (2i + 1». So, at any stage (i, j), in
j steps, we will not get a conclusion that x E (4)(2i), (4)(2i + 1» and hence MVJ(n)t.
(If): Let f be partial recursive on 5.
If 5 = 0, then, by Definition 2.3, 5 is recursively open. So, assume that 5 ¥- 0 and
that the OTM M computes f. The following algorithm will compute 4> such th~t
00
5 = U (4)(2n), 4>(2n + 1».
,,=0
Let J.to = o.
Stage i. Assume that i = (n, m, k), 0,,;; m";; 2".
Simulate M with the standard oracle rjJ of m12" on input 1 for k steps.
If it halts, then output 4> (2J.ti) = m12"-1/2 k , and 4> (2J.ti + 1) = m12"+1/2 k •
Let J.ti+l = J.ti + 1, and go to the next stage.
If it does not halt in k steps, then let J.ti+l = J.ti and go to the next stage.
End of algorithm.
To see that the algorithm works, we check the following:
(1) 4> is a total recursive function.
(Proof). Since 5 ¥- 0 and 5 is open, 5 n D is infinite. So, 4> is defined at all integers
and for all J.t, 4> (2J.t) < 4>(2J.t + 1).
(2) (VJ.t;)(4)(2J.ti)' 4>(2J.ti+ 1» £: 5.
(Proof). Assume that at stage i = (n, m, k), 4>(2J.ti) and 4> (2J.ti + 1) are computed.
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I.e., </J(2f.L;) = m/2n-1/2k, </J(2f.L;+ 1) = m/2n+ 1/2k andM m / 2n (1) halts in ~k steps.
Then, for all a E (</J (2f.L;), </J (2f.L;+ 1)), la - m/2n1< T k • If IjJ is a function such that
A(a, 1jJ), let
'( .) = {the first j bits of m/2
n
, if j ~ k,
IjJ J 1jJ(j), ifj>k,
then 1jJ' also satisfies A(a, 1jJ').
Now, let us use 1jJ' as an oracle to compute M""(l). The computation of M""(l)
will be exactly the same as when we use m/2n as an oracle because the latter
computation halts in k steps and so queries at most the first k bits of m/2n• But
these k bits are exactly the outputs of 1jJ'(k). So, M""(l)t and a E S.
(3) S ~u;~O (</J (2f.L), </J (2f.L + 1».
(Proof). Let a E Sand IjJ compute the standard oracle for a. There exists an n
such thatM"'(l) halts in exactly n steps. Let ljJ(n)= m/2n. Then, at stage i = (n, m, n),
M m /
2n (l)~ in exactly n steps by the same reason argued in (2) above. (Note that
since 1/J is the standard oracle for a, {1/J(l), ... , 1/J(n -1), m/2n, m/2n, m/2n, ...}
forms the standard oracle for m/2n.) So, the algorithm will output </J(2f.L;)=
m/2
n
-1/2
n
=(m-1)/2
n and </J(2f.L;+1)=(m+1)/2n. But la-m/2nl<Tn (since
1/J computes the standard function for a), hence a E (</J (2f.L;), </J (2f.Lj+ 1». 0
It is an important observation shown above, that if </J and 1/J agree at first k
values then M<P(n) halts in ~k steps if and only if M"'(n) halts in ~k steps. We
now use this fact to show the continuity of partial recursive real functions.
Theorem 2.2. Iff: S ~ R is partialrecursive, then f is continuouson S. Conversely,
iff is continuouson [0, 1], then there exists a set-oracleE of integerssuch thatf is
partialrecursivein E.
Proof. Assume that f is partial recursive, then the argument in the proof of Theorem
2.1 can be used to show that if Ix - y I~ 2-k and MY (n)~ in k steps, then for some
function </J, A (x, </J), M<P (n) works exactly the same as MY (n). So,
So, f is continuous. In addition, the function f has a recursive modulus of
continuity.
Conversely, assume that f is continuous on [0, 1]. Then f is uniformly continuous.
Let m be the modulus function, i.e.,
(Vx, YE [0, l])(Vn EN)[lx - yl ~ Tm(n)~ If(x)-f(y)1 ~Tn].
Let E 1 = {(d, n, e); n EN, d ED, e EDn& e ~f(d)} and E 2 = {(n, k): n EN&
k ~ m(n)}, and let E = E 1 join E 2 = {2n: n EEl}u {2n + 1: n E E 2}. We will show
that f is partial recursive in E by considering the following algorithm;
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For given ¢, A(x, ¢), and integer n, from £2
¢(m(n+1». Then binary search eEDn+1
£1 & (d, n + 1, e +T(n+1) e£1. Output e.
(End of algorithm).
Then
Ie - f(x)1 ~ Ie - f(d)1 + If(d) - f(x)1
find m (n + 1), and get d =
such that (d, n + 1, e) E
Corollary 2.2.1. Iff is recursive on [0, 1], then f is uniformly continuous on [0, 1].
Moreover, the modulus of uniform continuity is recursive. I.e. there exists a recursive
function m: N ~N such that
Proof. In the following, let n be a fixed integer.
Let M be an OTM computing f. If Md(nH in k steps, then (d -T\ d +Tk) is
an open covering of d such that
and hence
Now, for fixed n, there is a set of open coverings of [0, 1]:
and by the Heine-Borel theorem, there is a finite subclass of coverings which covers
[0,1]. So, in order to find m(n), all we need is to compute M d'(n +2), M d2(n +
2), ... (where {di } is an effective enumeration of D) and after finding each m d, (n + 2),
which converges in k 1steps, to compute (di - 2-(k,+1), di +2-(k,-1l) and check whether
U(dj_Tlkj+ll, dj+Tlkj+1)::2[O, 1].
j~1
If yes, then take m(n) = max{kj + 1: j ~ i}. By the Heine-Borel theorem, this
algorithm will halt. Also, if Ix - yl ~ T rnlnl , then there exists a dj, j ~ 1, such that
Ix -djl <T(kj+1). Then, Iy -djl <Trnlnl+T(kj+1l <2-kj.
So
If(x) - f(y)1 ~ If(x) - f(dj)1 + If(dj)- f(y)1
Corollary 2.2.2. Iff is recursive on [0, 1], then S~ f is a recursive real number.
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Proof. Let M be an OTM which computes f, and m a recursive modulus function
for f found in Corollary 2.2.1. I.e., for any x, y E [0,1] and any integer n ~ 1,
Ix - yl,,; 2- m (")~ If(x) - f(y)l,,; r",
The following PL/1-like algorithm computes a function binary converging to f:
integral = 0;
do d = °to 1 by r m (Il);
integral = integral+ Md(n) * rm(n);
end;
This is a recursive algorithm since m is recursive. 0
Besides the above results about domains, continuity, and integration, many
theorems in classical real analysis have been discussed in the setting of recursive
analysis [10, 11, 19]. In this paper, however, we will move our attention to the
complexity of real functions and will not discuss these questions.
3. Computational complexity of real functions
In this section we will use the concept of complexity of Turing machines to define
the complexity of recursive real numbers and recursive real functions. We treat a
TM as a machine recognizing a language, Le., a set of strings from some alphabets
(or, computing a function from strings to strings if it is a transducer). For each
Turing machine M, a time complexity function TM and a space complexity function
SM are assumed. They must satisfy Blum's axioms [3]. The most usual interpretation
is that TM (n) is the maximum number of moves M takes to recognize a string of
length nand SM(n) is the maximum number of cells M scanned to recognize a
string of length n. In this paper, we assume that when an integer n is used as an
input (to a TM or an oracle) to ask for an answer of a number in D of n bits, n
is written in unary representation so that In I= n and the numbers in D are written
in binary representation as described in Section 1. The reason for using two different
representations is that the measure of the complexity of computing a number of n
bits should be based on n instead of log2 n, the length of the binary representation
of n. More formally, if A(x, 4J), then 4J is a function defined on 0* and outputs
strings in (0 + 1)*.(0 + 1)* such that 4J (0") represents a number dE D and Id - x I,,;
2-".
Definition 3.1. A recursive real number x has time complexity,,; T if there is a TM
M computing a function 4J such that A (x, 4J) and the time complexity function TM
of M is bounded above by T.
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Intuitively, a recursive real number x has time complexity ~ T, if there is an
effective, uniform method, which, in T(n) steps, can get n significant bits of x. In
the following we define some interesting time bounded classes of real numbers.
Let T be a function and ee a class of functions.
Definition 3.2.
TIMER (T) = {x E R : x is recursive and has time complexity ~ T},
TIMER(ee) = U TimeR(T),
TE'€
where
PR = TIMER (Poly), EXPR = TIMER (Exp)
Poly = {p: p is a polynomial} and Exp = {f: (3 i ~ 1)(Vn )f(n) = in}.
A real number x is said to be polynomial (exponential) time computable if x E PR
(x E EXPR). All rational numbers are polynomial time computable. We will see
later that all algebraic numbers are polynomial time computable. e and 'IT are
polynomial time computable. However, not every recursive real number is poly-
nomial time computable. Actually it is not hard to directly construct an exponential
time computable real number which is not polynomial time computable by carefully
diagonalizing over all polynomial time computable real numbers [8].
In order to define the time complexity of real functions, we first need to define
the time complexity of an oracle Turing machine. The time complexity function of
an OTM is defined similar to that of ordinary TM's except that we assume that
the machine needs n steps to write a string of n symbols (here, On) on the query
tape and 1 step to query. After the oracle puts the answer on the query tape and
restarts the machine, it takes the machine 14>(on)1 (here, =n) steps to read the
answer given by the oracle 4>.
This notion of step-counting can be formulated as follows. Let fF be the class
of all functions which binary converge to some real numbers in [0, 1].
Definition 3.3. The time measure for an OTM M defined on N and oracles 4> E fF
is a function TM : fF x N ~N where
TM(4), n) = the number of steps in the computation of M on input n with
oracle 4> where the number of steps of querying 4> (Ok) is 2k + 1.
The computational complexity of oracle Turing machines is generally called type
2 computational complexity. In an abstract type 2 computational complexity theory
developed by Constable, a third axiom, in addition to the Blum's two axioms, has
been added in order to control the amount of information obtainable from the
oracle as well as the general computing resources such as time and space [4]. That
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our time measure function of OTM's satisfies Constable's axiom 3 is easily verified
(d. Theorem 3.1).
From the proof of Corollary 2.2.1, we can see a close relationship between the
modulus of continuity and computation time of a function. For a partial function
which is not uniformly continuous, we can easily see that there is no recursive
upper bound of the computation time of the function. For instance, the following
simple function defined by
f(x)={O, ~fx<t,
t, Ifx ;?:z
does not have a recursive upper bound on its computation time.
(Proof). For any recursive function T and any integer n, we can find an oracle
f/J for t and an oracle I/J for Z-l_Z-(T(n)+l) such that f/J(k) = I/J(k), for all k ~ T(n).
So, M will not be able to distinguish f/J from I/J in ~T(n) steps. This means that
for any T, there is a point x <t which is so close to 1/2 that, in T(n) steps, MX(n)
does not halt. (End of proof).
Thus we will only discuss the time complexity of computable total function.
Definition 3.4. If f: [0, 1]~ R is recursive, then we say that the time complexity of
f is ~ T, if there is an OTM M which computes f such that, for allf/J E [jP and n EN,
TM(f/J, n) ~ T(n)
where TM is the time measure function of M.
Definition 3.5. Let C[O, 1] be the class of real functions continuous on [0, 1].
TIMEc[o,lj(T) = {f E C[O, 1]: f is recursive and the time complexity
ofj~ T},
TIMEc[o.lj('~g)= U TIMEc[o,nCT ),
TE'€
PF = TIMEC[o,lj(poly), EXPF = TIMEc[O,lj(Exp).
A function in PF (EXPF) is called a polynomial (exponential) time computable
real function. Almost all commonly used continuous functions are polynomial time
computable. For example, eX and sin x are polynomial time computable.
If a function f is polynomial time computable, then there exist an OTM M and
a polynomial p such that for all x E [0,1], in order to get n significant bits of f(x),
M does not need any information except the first pen) bits of x. This is because
M does not have time to read more than pen) bits from the oracle for x. This fact
is reflected in the next theorem.
Definition 3.6. Let f be a continuous function on [0, 1]. We say that f has a
polynomially bounded modulus if there is a polynomial p such that for all x, y E [0, 1]
and n EN,
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Theorem 3.1. Iff is polynomial time computable, then f has a polynomially bounded
modulus. Conversely, iff E C[O, 1] has a polynomially bounded modulus, then there
exists an oracle set E such that f is polynomial time computable in E (or, f is in PF(E)).
Proof. Let f be polynomial time computable. Let M compute f and p be a time
bound for M. In the proof of Theorem 2.2, we showed that if Ix - yl ~ 2- k and
MY(nH in ~k steps, then If(x)-f(y)l~r(n-l).Now, we know that MY(n) must
halt in p(n) steps, and hence Ix - yl ~ 2-p (,,) ~ If(x) - f(y)1 ~ 2-(,,-1).
The converse is shown in a manner similar to the second part of the proof of
Theorem 2.2. We simply let E = {(d, n, e): e ED" & e ~f(d)} be the oracle. The
algorithm in that proof used O(m(n + 1)) steps to get d and O(n + 1) steps to
perform the binary search for e. Since m, the modulus function, is bounded by a
polynomial p, the whole procedure used only O(n + 1) + O(p(n + 1)) steps and it is
a polynomially time-bounded procedure. 0
In the following, we give another characterization of polynomial time computable
real functions. It is a natural approach from the point of view of analysis.
Definition 3.7. A function f: [0, 1]~R is a simple piecewise linear function if there
exists a finite number of pairs (xo, Yo), (Xl. Yl), ... , (x", y,,) of numbers in D such that
(i) O=xo<xl<"'<x,,=l,
(ii) (Vi = 0, 1, ... ,n)[f(xi) = Yi], and
(iii) (Vx E [0, l])(Vi = 1,2, ... , n)[xi-l ~ x ~ Xi ~
(f(x) - f(Xi-l)) . (Xi - Xi-I) = (f(xJ - f(Xi-l)) . (x - Xi-I)].
We show that a polynomial time computable real function is a limit of a sequence
of uniformly convergent simple piecewise linear functions with a polynomially
bounded convergent speed.
Definition 3.8. We say that a sequence {I,,} of simple piecewise linear functions
uniformly converges to f in a polynomial bounded speed and write f" ~poIY f if there
exist two polynomial time computable functions 4>: N ~Nand q,: N x D ~D such
that
(i) 4> is a polynomial function,
(ii) (Vd E D)[ldl ~ n ~ q,(n, d) = f" (d)], and
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(iii) (\fxE[O,l])(\fdED)(\fnEN)
[[Idl ~ 4>(n) & Ix - dl ~ T<!>(nl]
=> If(x) -!/J(4)(n), d)1 ~ Tn].
Theorem 3.2. f: [0, 1]~R is polynomial time computable if and only if there is a
sequence Un} of simple piecewise linear functions such that fn ~polY f.
Proof. (Only if) Assume that f is polynomial time computable and M computes f
whose time complexity is bounded above by a polynomial Pt.
From Theorem 3.1, f has a polynomially bounded modulus m. I.e. for all x, y
in [0, 1],
Ix - yl ~Tm(n) => If(x)- f(y)1 ~Tn.
Without loss of generality, assume that m (n) ~ n.
Let fn be the piecewise linear function determined by endpoints
{(kI2 n , M k / 2n (n ))}~:o.
To see that fn ~polY f, we define 4>(n) = m (n +1) and !/J(n, d) = Md(n).
First note that 4> is a polynomial and t/J(n, d) can be computed in pt(n) steps. In
order to check the condition (ii) in Definition 3.8, we observe that if Idl ~ n, then
(d, !/J(n, d)) is just one of the endpoints of fn' So, (ii) is satisfied. Also, if Idl ~ 4> (n)
and Ix - dl ~ T<!>(n), then
If(x) -!/J(4) (n), d)1 ~ If(x) - f(d)1 + If(d) -!/J(4) (n), d)1
Thus, the condition (iii) is also satisfied.
(If). Assume that fn ~polY f. Then the conditions (ii) and (iii) in Definition 3.8
provide us a polynomial time algorithm for f. 0
4. Roots
In the rest of the paper we examine some basic theorems in classical real analysis
and study them from the viewpoint of computational complexity.
A root of a recursive real function must be recursive [10,15]. However, as we
will see in the next theorem, a root of a polynomial time computable function is
not necessarily polynomial time computable.
We assume that negative real numbers are represented by a negative sign followed
by a positive binary number.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a polynomial time computable function f on [0, 1] such
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that I is strictly increasing and 1(0)<0</(1) but r 1(0) is not polynomial time
computable.
Proof. Assume that x E [0, 1] is not in PR and there is a function 4> such that
A(x, 4» and the time complexity for 4> is, say, An[2n0 ' n ], for some constant no.
Also assume that x E (l i). We will define a sequence Un} of simple piecewise linear
functions such that In ~polY I, for some I, and In (x) = 0 for all n.
The basic idea is to construct I such that, for a real number y which is close to
x and a small integer n, the machine M f which computes I will temporarily assign
the value 0 to Mj (n). Only when the input integer n becomes so large that there
is enough time to distinguish y from x, M f will assign a nonzero value to Mj (n )
and make I(y) ¥- I(x).
First we inductively define two sequences {4d and {dd of numbers in D:
41=0;
and for k ~3,
4k =max{4k-b 4>(k)-rk} and dk =min{dk- 1, 4>(k)+r
k}.
We observe the following facts about these two sequences:
(1) forallk~0,4bdkEDk'
(2) 0=41~42~" '~4k<X<dk~" '~dl=l,
(3) in O(2(no+2lk) steps, we can compute the set {4;, d;}~=I'
Then, we define Un} as follows:
If 2k < n < 2k +\ let In == /zk.
For n = 2 k , k > 0, let In be simple piecewise linear with ~2k break points:
such that for all
k
Y E U {4b ~},
j~1
if i = max{j: y = 4j} and i < k,
if y = 4k or db
if i = max{j: y = dJ and i < k.
For instance, if
0= 41 <42= 43<44<d4= d3<d2 <d1 = 1,
then 116 is piecewise linear and is determined by the following points: (4h -!),
1 -- 1 - 1 . .(43, -16), (44,0), (d4 , 0), (d2 , ;r), and (db 2). Fig. 1 shows the function 116.
It is clear that for any I, /zk and 12k+ 1can differ only on (4;, 4k+d u (dk+h~)
where i = max{m: 4m < 4d, and j = min{m: dm > dd.
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Fig. 1. An example of f16.
So, for all YE [0, 1],
Ilzk (y) - Izk+l(y)1
~max{llzk(4k) - Izk+l(4k)l, Ilzk (dk)- lzk+l(dk)l}
2
-(2 k )~ ,
and hence {In} must uniformly converge to a function f.
It is obvious that I is strictly increasing and I(x) = O. It is left to show that I is
polynomial time computable. To see this, we observe:
(1) in O(ino+ 2 )k) steps, we can find U~~1 {4i, d;},
(2) in O(2 n1k ) steps, for some nb we can find exact values of {lzk(4i),lzk(d;)}~=1
(by comparing 4/s and di's and computing _r(2i - 1 ) and r(2i-I).
So, for any d, Idl=n=2 k, if 4k~d~dk' then In(d)=O; if d<4k (or, d>dk),
- k -
we can first compute {4;, d;};~o and find 4;, 4;+1 such that 4i ~ d ~ 4i+l (or, di,
di+l such that di+1~ d ~ di), then by linear interpolation, find the exact value
of In (d). The total time is
for some n2~O. By Theorem 3.2, I is polynomial time computable. 0
The above proof is based on the following idea. For y #- x, I(y) is chosen so close
to 0 that when there is not enough time to distinguish y from x, the value 0 is
computed and when there is time to distinguish y from x, the exact value of I(y)
is computed. This idea can be easily extended to the case in which x has higher
time complexity.
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Corollary 4.1.1. For any recursive x in [0, 1], there is a function g E PF such that g
is strictly increasing on [0, 1] and g(x) = 0.
Proof. Since x is recursive, there exists a recursive time function T such that, in
T(n) steps, we can compute the first n significant digits of x. I.e., in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 we can compute 4k and dk in O(L~=1 TU)) steps. Let
k
S(k) = L T(i),
i~1
and let gS(k) be piecewise linear with break points {4i' di}~~1 such that
gS(k)(4;) = _2-S (i>' if 4i < 4i+l ~ 4b
- -S(i)· - - -gS(k)(di) = 2 ,If di > di+l;;' dk,
gs(d4k) = gS(kl(dk) = 0.
Also, gn = gS(k) if S(k) ~ n < S(k + 1). (Note that T is the time complexity measure
of x and hence "S(k) ~ n < S(k + 1)" is a polynomial time predicate on (n, k)).
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can see that gS(k) ~P01Y g for some g,
and IgS(k)-gl~2-S(k).So, by Theorem 3.2, gEPF. It is obvious that g is strictly
increasing and g(x) = 0. 0
Despite the fact that the roots of some functions are hard to compute, many
numerical methods of finding roots exist. They are useful only for special classes
of functions, like polynomials, for example. The following theorem describes such
a class.
Definition 4.1. A functionf: [0, 1] ~ R is said to have a locally polynomially bounded
modulus at x if there is a polynomial p such that for all n EN and y, Z E[0, 1].
Theorem 4.2. Let f be in PF and strictly increasing on [0, 1]. If y E Range f and
y EPR and r 1 has a locally polynomially bounded modulus at y, then r 1(y) EPRo
Proof. Assume that M computes f with computation time bounded above by a
polynomial PM. Slso assume that qf is a polynomial bound of modulus of f on [0, 1],
and p is a polynomial bound of modulus of r 1 at y. Without loss of generality, let
y=O.
We now give an algorithm for computing r 1(y). For input k, we proceed in
stages. Prior to stage 0, let ao =0, bo=1, and Co =!.
Stage n. Get dn = MCn(p(k) + 1), and compare it with _TP(k) and TP(k).
C j ·d>-2-P(klL· - b - _!( b) d hase n. . n~ . et an+l - am n+l - Cm Cn+l - 2 an+l + n+l an go to t e
next stage.
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Case n.2: dn~ _2- p (kJ. Let an+l = Cm bn+l = bm Cn+l = !(an+l +bn+l) and go to the
next stage.
Case n.3: _2-p (kl < dn < T plkl • Halt and output Cn'
End of algorithm.
First observe that if this algorithm halts at some stage n, then Irl(O)-cnl~T\
since, from case n.3., we have If(cn)1 ~ TP(k). It is left to show that the algorithm
always halts in polynomial time. We know that for any Xl, X2 E [0, 1],
Also, at each stage n, if the algorithm does not halt, it is always the case that
lan+l - bn+ll = Ian - bnl/2. So, by stage m = qf(p(k) + 1).
la - b 1= 2-qr(p(kJ+l)m m ,
and hence
since we can easily see thatf(an)~ y andf(bn);?: y for all n ~ m. That is, the algorithm
must halt by stage m =qf(p(k)+I). During any stage before halting, PM(p(k)+I)
steps are required to find dn. So the algorithm as a whole halts in O(qf(p(k)+
1)' PM(p(k)+I)) steps. 0
Corollary 4.2.1. Let f E PF be one-to-one on [0, 1]. Then r l E PF if and only ifr l
has a polynomially bounded modulus on Range f.
Theorem 4.2 can be immediately applied to some interesting classes of functions.
Theorem 4.3. If f is analytic on [0, 1] and is strictly increasing, then r l has a
polynomially bounded modulus on [[(0), f(I)].
Proof. We use f E PM[a, b] to indicate that f has a polynomially bounded modulus
on [a, b].
Three lemmas are first established.
Lemma 4.3.1. (i) If f E PM[a, b], and f E PM[b, c], then f E PM[a, C].
(ii) Iff E PM[a, b], then fl (x) = f(x - c) is in PM[a +b, b + c], and h(x) = f(x) + c
and h(x) = c . f(x) are in PM[a, b].
Proof. Obvious. 0
Lemma 4.3.2. IffE Cl[O, 1], andf'>O on [0,1], thenr l EPM[[(O),f(I)].
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Proof. By the mean-value theorem,
If(x)-f(y)l;3 min f'(t) ·Ix-YI
te[O,l)
for all x, y E [0, 1]. 0
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Lemma 4.3.3. If, in addition to the assumption in the theorem, f' has exactly one
zero in [0,1], then r l E PM[f(O), f(l)].
Proof. Without loss of generality, let f'(t) = 0.
Expand the power series of f at t. we get, for some no> 0,
00
f(x) = L an(x -tr
n~O
for all x E [t- rna, t+ rna]. Let k be the least positive integer such that ak T" O.
First claim that (3nl)(Vn ;3 nl)
00
lakl/2;3 L lad' 2-U - k1n .
i~k+l
(Proof of claim) Since the power series converges on [r l - 2-no, 2-1 + rna], the
radius of convergence ;32-no, and so
limsup lanl l /n ,,;;;ino+ l1 .
n-OO
Or, for sufficiently large n, Ian I,,;;; 2(no+l). n. Thus we can choose sufficiently large nl
to satisfy the inequality (*). (End of the proof).
Now, we choose n2 so that n2;;3 n 1 and the only possible root for f' in [t - 2-""
~+r n2) is ~. (This is possible because f is analytic and f' can have only isolated
roots). Then, from Lemma 4.3.2, r l E PM [f(0),f(r l -rn2 )] and r l E
PM[f(2 -1 +2-n2 ), f( 1)].
It is left to show that r l E PM[f(t- r n2 ),f(i+ r"2)]' I.e., we need to find a
polynomial q such that for all x, y E [i-rn" i+r"2],
x +rn> y ~ If(x)-f(Y)1 >rg(n).
We consider the following two cases.
Case 1: x,,;;; i< Y, Assume that Ix -il;3 r(n+1). (Otherwise, jy -il;3 r(n+1).) Thus,
00
If(x)-f(!)I;3 L lail· 2-ln +1)i
i~k
00
;3rl"+l)k(lakl- L lall' r1n+l)(i-k»)
i=k+1
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Case 2: ! < x < y. Since f' = aad, f' > aon (!, ! +T n2) and I"r" aon (!,!+T n2),
we have in this case 1">0 on (!, !+Tn2). Thus [ is concave upward on (!, !+Tn2),
and hence for Ix - y I~ Tn,
I[(x) - [(y)1 ~ I[(!+ Tn) - [(!)I
~ T(n+1lk . (Iak 1/2).
In summary, r 1 E PM[f(T1 - T n2), [(2-1+T n2)], and r 1 E PM[f(O),[(1)] fol-
lows. (End of the proof of Lemma 4.3.3)
(Continuation of the proof of theorem) Since [ is analytic f' has only a finite
number of zeroes on [0,1] and by Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.3, r 1 E
PM[f(O), [(1)]. 0
Lemma 4.1. I[ [E C 2[0, 1] (i.e., I" exists and is continuous) and [is in PF, then
f' E PF on [0, 1].
Proof. This will be shown to be a corollary of Theorem 5.1. 0
Corollary 4.3.1. All roots o[ an analytic, polynomial time computable [unction are
polynomial time computable.
Proof. Let [ be analytic and [E PF on [0, 1]. If x is a root of [ of order 1, then
there is an interval [a, b] such that x E [a, b], and [ is strictly increasing or strictly
decreasing on [a, b]. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, we have x E PRo If x is a root of [
of order m > 1, then x is a root of t m - 1) of order 1. [(m-1) is analytic and by
Lemma 4.1, it is in PF also. So, x E PR. 0
Corollary 4.3.2. PR[i] is an algebraically closed field.
Proof. For a, b E PR, a r" 0, the following four polynomials are polynomial time
computable and their roots are -a, a + b, 1/a, and a . b, respectively:
x+a; x-a-b; ax-1; x/a -b.
So, by Corollary 4.3.1 and the above facts, PR is a real closed field. 0
Theorem 4.3 cannot be extended even to Coo[O, 1]. Let [ be defined on [-1, 1]
as follows:
{
e- 1/ X2 , ifx>O,
[(x) = 0, if x = 0,
_e-1 / x2 , if x <0.
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It is not hard to see that [is a polynomial time computable function in Coo[O, 1].
Since [(Tn) = e-2
2
" for all n ~ 0, r l does not have a locally polynomially bounded
modulus at 0. This example supports the following conjecture.
Conjecture. There exists a function [ in c'X)[0, 1] such that [ is polynomial time
computable but it has a root which is not in PRo
One of the most interesting and important tasks in numerical analysis is to find
a general method for factoring complex polynomials.
It is well known that there can be no continuous mapping from the coefficients
aD, ... ,ak of a polynomial to the "factorization numbers" bo, .. . ,bk such that
akzk +... +alZ + aD = bo(z - bl) ... (z - bk). Therefore, such a general method can
only be a mapping from Cauchy sequence representations of aD, ... , ak to Cauchy
sequence representations of some factorization numbers bo, ... , bk • We now specify
the relevant model of computation.
We consider a special multi-oracle machine M which can be used to factor the
polynomials. This special multi-oracle machine M is equipped with only one query
tape and it accepts two inputs k and n in unary notation. The first input k gives
the degree of the polynomial to be factored, and the second input n asks M to
output n-bit approximate values of the factorization numbers. If the first input is
k, then there are 2k +2 function oracles available, every two oracles giving one
complex coefficient. M may query these oracles by writing two numbers on the
query tape, one indicating which oracle it wants to query and the other specifying
the precision demanded of the output from the oracle. The output from the machine
M is a sequence of 2k +2 dyadic rational numbers, each of length n.
We say that such a multi-oracle machine M [actorspolynomialsif, for any oracles
r./!o, (Jo, ... , r./!b (Jk computing complex numbers aD, , ak, and inputs k and n, M
outputs 2k +2 n-bit dyadic rational numbers do, eo, , db ek viewed as represent-
ing complex numbers Cj = dj + iej> j = 0, ... , k, and there exist factorization numbers
bo, ... , bk for aD, ... , ak such that for all j, j = 0, ... , k, Ibj - cjl ~ Tn. If, in addition,
there is a polynomial p such that M runs in time p(k + n) for all inputs k and n
and all oracles, then we say that M factors complex polynomials in polynomialtime.
Based on some fast root-finding algorithms (e.g. [7,14,21]), we state the following
conjecture.
Conjecture. There exists a multi-oracle TM M which factors complex polynomials
in polynomial time.
5. Derivatives
In this section, we try to answer these questions about derivatives of polynomial
time computable real functions: Is a polynomial time computable function differenti-
able? If it is differentiable, is its derivative polynomial time computable?
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First, we show that a polynomial time computable function is not necessarily
differentiable.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a lunction IE PF which is nowhere differentiable on [0, 1].
Proof. Define
ifO~x~l,
if1~x~2
and extend the definition of g(x) to all real x by requiring that
g(x +2) = g(x).
Define
00
I(x)= I (~rg(4nx), O~x~1.
n~O
I is nowhere differentiable [17].
It is not hard to see that I is also polynomial computable. First observe that
00 00
1: (~rg(4nx)~ 1: dr~Tk.
n=3k+7 n=3k+7
So we only need to check the polynomial time computability of the number
3k+6
1: (~rg(4nx).
n~O
The fact that the function g is piecewise linear and polynomial time computable
guarantees polynomial time computability of this number. 0
Whether a derivative of a polynomial time computable differentiable function
must be polynomial time computable or not is not known. We do know that the
modulus of continuity of a derivative determines its complexity.
Theorem 5.2. II I E PF and I' exists and is continuous on [0, 1], then I' E PF il and
only ilI' has a polynomially bounded modulus on [0, 1].
Proof. The "only if" part follows from Theorem 3.1.
For the "if" part assume that p is a polynomial bound of modulus of 1', i.e., for
any y, Z E [0, 1].
Also assume that the OTM M computes I in polynomial time. We compute I'
by the following algorithm:
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Step 1. For given cf>, A(x, cf», and input n, we compute cf>(p(n +2)) E D and compare
it with 0 and 1:
Case 1: 0<cf>(p(n+2))<1. Let ,y=cf>(p(n+2»)-TP(n+2\ i=cf>(p(n+2»+
2-p (n+2l, and go to step 2.
Case 2: cf>(p(n + 2») = O. Let,y = 0, i = T P(n+1), and go to step 2.
Case 3: cf>(p(n +2») = 1. Let,y = 1_TPCn +1), i = 1.
Step 2. Then, output (MX(p(n +2) + n +2) - M~(p(n + 2) + n + 2))2 p(n+l).
End of algorithm.
For any case, x E (i, ,y), and
If'(x) - (M X(p(n + 2) + n + 2) - M~ (p(n + 2) + n + 2) . 2 P(n+l'l
~If'(x)-(f(i)-f(,y))'2pCn+l11
+ 2P(n+1) • (If(i) - M X(p(n +2) + n + 2)1 + If(,y)
-M~(p(n +2)+n +2)1)
~ If'(x) - ['(x)1 + 2pCn +1) • TIPln+2l+n+ll, for some X E (,y, i)
(by the mean-value theorem)
It follows that if an analytic function is polynomial time computable, then every
coefficient of its power series is polynomial time computable. For most cases, we
do want to use the power series to compute the function values. In order to do
this in polynomial time, it is required that not only each coefficient of the power
series is polynomial time computable but the sequence of the coefficients can be
computed in polynomial time.
Definition 5.1. A sequence {xn } of real numbers is said to be polynomial time
computable if there exists a TM M and a polynomial p such that
(i) for any n EN, the function l/Jn = Ak[M(n, k)] computes X m i.e., A(xn , l/Jn), and
(ii) for any nand kEN, M (n, k) is computable in ~p (n + k) steps.
Unfortunately, although we know that every coefficient of a power series is
polynomial time computable, we do not know precisely the complexity of the
sequence of coefficients. We do know that from the Cauchy's integral formula, the
computation of the sequence of coefficients of the power series can be reduced to
that of a sequence of integrals. From the results about the integrals in the next
section, we have
Corollary 5.1. If f E PF is analytic on [-1, 1], then the sequence {/nl(O)};:'~o is
polynomial space computable.
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For more about the relationship between polynomial time computable sets and
polynomial space computable sets, see Section 6.
6. Integrals
Since all polynomial time computable functions are continuous, they are also
Riemann integrable. In addition, the integral function I (x) = S; f of a polynomial
time computable function f has a polynomially bounded modulus, because for any
x, y in [0, 1],
Ij(x)-I(y)j=1 rfl<:;~~llf(t)I·lx-yl.
However, the exact complexity of integrals of polynomial time computable functions
is not known. In the following we consider the complexity of a uniform method of
integration and the classification of the space complexity of the integration problem.
Bya uniform method, we mean a functional which maps functions to real numbers.
A functional F is said to be computable if there exists a two-oracle TM M p with
the following interpretations such that M p computes a function l/J and A(F(f), l/J):
(a) The first oracle m is a modulus oracle. It answers the queries like "if we
want n significant digits of f(x) to be output from the second oracle f, how many
significant digits of x do we need to supply?"
(b) The second oracle f is a function oracle, and it answers the queries like "if
d is a number in Dm(n) such that Id - xl <:; rm(nl, please give me a number e in D n
such that Ie - f(x)1 <:; 2-n ".
If, for any oracle function f whose modulus m is bounded by a polynomial, the
computation time of M~ is bounded by a polynomial, then we say that F is
polynomial time computable.
Now we are ready for the next theorem.
Theorem 6.1. The functional I(f) = S~ f on PF is not polynomial time computable.
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that I is polynomial time computable and
that the time complexity is bounded by a polynomial, say, p. Then, for input k, it
can query the function oracle f at most p(k) times. However, it is not hard to show
that for any large enough k and any choice of p(k) points Xl < ... <Xp(kl in
D n [0, 1], there exist two functions f and g on [0, 1] such that
(i) both f and g are in PF and mf and mg, their modulus functions are exactly
the same,
(ii) f(Xi) = g(Xj), for all i = 1, ... , p(k), and
(iii) IS~ f - S~ gl ~ r k •
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For example, let 1==0 and g be a piecewise linear function determined by the
following points:
XO+Xl Xj+xz Xp(kl+1
O=xO<--<Xl<--<"'< <xPlkl+j=l
2 2 2
and
g(Xi)=O foralli=O,l, ... ,p(k)+l,
(
Xi +Xi+l) Xi+! - Xi . 1 (k)g 2 = 2 ' for alII = 0, , ... , p ,
and let mf = mg = identity function.
Now, if the computation of If(k) queries only I(xz), I(xz), ... , and I(Xp(k))' then
the computation of r (k) will be exactly the same as that of If(k). This will lead
to a contradiction since at least one of the output has an error >T k • Thus, we
have shown that I is not polynomial time computable. 0
For the complexity of an integral, we consider its space complexity instead of
time complexity.
Definition 6.1. A real number X is said to be in PSPACER (called polynomial
space computable), if there exists a TM M which computes a function cP such that
A (x, cP) and the number of cells used by M on n is ~p (n) for some polynomial p.
Theorem 6.2. II IE PF, then J~ IE PSPACER.
Proof. Let p be the time complexity function of the TM M which computes f.
Consider the following PL/l-like algorithm for J~ I:
i =0;
do d = 0 to 1 by T P1k );
i = i +Md(k) * T P1k1 ;
end;
The computation of Md(k) can be done in p(k) cells. Totally we only need
4· p(k)+O(k) cells (p(k) cells to compute Md(k), 2· p(k) more cells to store
Md(k) * TP(k) and i, and p(k)+O(k) cells for updating d). Hence, J~/E
PSPACER. 0
Let P be the class of sets (of integers) whose time complexity is bounded above
by some polynomial and PSPACE be the class of sets (of integers) whose space
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complexity is bounded above by some polynomial. The question "P = PSPACE?"
is one of the most important open question in the theory of computational com-
plexity (see, for example, [2] for detailed discussion). It is not hard to see that our
question "PR=PSPACER?" can be translated to "P=PSPACE?" and show that
PR .:p PSPACER~ P .:p PSPACE.
So, although we believe that some f E PF has integral S~ fe PR, it is hard to prove
(if it is possible at all).
Conjecture. If P .:p PSPACE, then there exists a function f E PF such that S~ fePR.
If we put more restrictions on the functions some integration techniques may be
polynomial time computable; however, even for analytic functions, we do not know
any uniform techniques. The straightforward method of integrating the power series
won't work because we do not know that polynomial time convergence of the
power series (see S~ction 5). Other known numerical integration techniques such
as the composite Simpson's rule and quadrature formulas are not polynomial time
computable although they work efficiently for a small number of significant digits.
7. Maximum values
It is shown in [10, 19] that the maximum value of a recursive real function is
recursive. The situation with regard to the maximum values of polynomial time
computable functions is similar to that of their integrals in that the complexity of
the maximum values of polynomial time computable functions is not known.
Theorem 7.1. The functional MAX(f) = maXO"",,,,;;1 fCt) is not polynomial time
computable.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 6.1, we showed that for any OTM M and any
large enough k there exist two oracle functions f and g such that Imax f - max gj >
2-k but M cannot distinguish one from another. So, MAX is not polynomial time
computable. 0
Let NP be the class of sets (of integers) which are computable in polynomial
time using nondeterministic machines. Many interesting problems from a wide
variety of areas have been shown to be in NP but not known to be in P or not in
P. It is known that
P~NP~PSPACE
but neither of the inclusions is known to be proper. One of the characterization
of the sets in NP is to use the polynomial bounded existential quantifier:
Computational complexity of real functions
A E NP if and only if there exists a polynomial time predicate
F and a polynomial q such that
A = {x EN: (3y) [Iyl:s:; q(lxl) and F(x, y)]}.
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(see, for example, [2] for more information about "P = NP?" question). Now we
use this characterization to show the next theorem.
Theorem 7.2. IIIE PF, then maxi EPRNP• I.e., maxi is computable in polynomial
time using some NP set as an oracle.
Proof. For any IE PF, let the OTM M r compute I with time complexity bounded
by Ph a polynomial.
Let U={dED: (3x)M;(ldl)~d}.Then,
dE U ~ (3x)[M;(ldl)~d]
~ (3e)[lel :S:;Pr(ldl) and M'j (Idl) ~ d].
Since M'j (Idl) ~ d is a polynomial time relation on (d, e), U ENP.
Now we use U as an oracle to compute max I:
Given kEN, first compute Pr(1), and simulate M1 (1) for all dE
{l/2Pf(l):O:S:; i:s:; 2Pr(1)} = D pf(1) and determine mo = max{M1 (1): dE D pf(1)}. Then
mo -1 < max I < mo + 1 and the above computation only takes a constant number
of steps.
Now, binary search e E[mo-1, mo+ 1]nDk such that
(3d)ldl"'Pf(de:s:;M1 (k)] and ('Vd)!dl"'Pf1k)[e+2-k > M1 (k)]
by querying Uk + 1 times and using only O(k) steps.
Then,
Ie -maxll:s:; Ie -max{M1 (k): Idj :S:;Pr(k)}i
+ Imaxl -max{M1 (k): Idl :S:;Pr(k)}1
:s:;Tk+Tk =T(k-1). 0
Corollary 7.2.1. II IE PF, then max I ETIMER (2PO!Y).
Proof. The queries of membership in U can be answered in exponential time (see
[2] for more discussions on the relationship between exponential time and nondeter-
ministic polynomial time computation). 0
Corollary 7.2.2. II P = NP, then IE PF~ max I EPRo
The relationship between the maximum values of polynomial time computable
functions and NP real numbers has been carefully studied by Ko [9]. It is proved
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that every NP real number must be a maximum value of some IE PF. Let NPR be
the class of all NP real numbers. It is also proved in [9] that PR = NPR implies
that the classes of exponential time computable sets and nondeterministically
exponential time computable sets coincide. However, the following question is still
open.
Open question. Assume that P '" NP. Is there a function I E PF such that max Ie PR?
8. Conclusion
In this paper we discussed the complexity problems of real functions. We adopted
a natural approach originating from recursion theory and recently developed new
concepts in computational complexity. In this section we discuss the open questions
and point out some alternative approaches.
One of the most basic concepts which has been widely accepted is that only
continuous functions are computable. We have shown that this result holds under
our oracle-machine model. In addition, we have shown that the step functions with
recursive jump points are partially computable if we ignore the jump points.
However, we only discussed the complexity of functions continuous on [0, 1]. We
would like to know the complexity of the step functions too. It is quite reasonable
to guess that the function
{
1' ifO'Sx<xo,
gxo(x)= 0, ~fxo<x'S1,
j, If x = Xo
is polynomial time computable if xo is in PRo However, under our standard definition
of time complexity, we know that there is no polynomial time bound within which
we can distinguish x from Xo even if xo is some "easy" number like !.
If we look at the computation of gI/2 carefully we will see that for most numbers
x, we can quickly get an answer to the question whether x < ~ or not, and only for
a small portion of numbers in [0, 1] we may need a large amount of time to answer
this question. This suggests the following definition.
Let m be a function defined on all open sets in [0, 1] such that if S is the disjoint
union of open intervals {(ai, bi)):}, then m(S) = I:l (hi -aj). That is, m is the
Lebesgue measure restricted to the open sets contained in [0, 1].
Definition 8.1. Let I: S ~ R, S s [0, 1], be a partial recursive function. We say that
I is polynomial time approximable if there are an OTM M, a sequence Sn of finite
unions of open intervals with rational endpoints and a polynomial p such that
(i) (Vn )[Sn S Sn+l S S],
(ii) (Vn)[m(S)-m(Sn)'Srn],
Computational complexity of real functions
(iii) (Vn)(Vx E Sn)(V</J)[A(x, </J)~ (Vk ~ n)[M4>(k)
converges in ~p(k) steps and IM4> (k) - [(x)1 ~ T k ]].
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Intuitively, a function [is polynomial time approximable if, for most of x's in the
domain of [, [(x) can be computed in polynomial time. So the function gI/2 is
polynomial time approximable since M X (n) converges in O(n) steps for all x such
that Ix-!I>Tn. Similarly, [(x) = 1/x on (0,1] is polynomial ti:ne approximable
since, for any x > Tn, 1/x has less than or equal to (n + 1) digits in its integral part
and its value may be obtained by long division in polynomial time.
Note that polynomial time approximability is not an extension of polynomial
time computability to partial functions. Let
[(x) = {-1/(lOg2(X/4»,
0,
ifO<x~1,
if x = O.
Then [ is not in PF because [ does not have a locally polynomially bounded modulus
at 0 (f(Tn ) = (n - 2)-\ for all n EN). On the other hand, [ is polynomial time
approximable since the functions 1/x and log2x are.
We think that this is a realistic approach and may lead to some interesting results
about partial functions. In particular, the theory of recursive measure may be
extended to the study of "polynomial time measureable sets".
In Sections 4-7 we studied the roots, the derivatives, the integrals, and the
maximum values of polynomial time computable functions. We showed that a root
of a polynomial time computable function is not necessarily polynomial time
coinputable. Also, a polynomial time computable function may be nowhere
differentiable. However, we were not able to answer the similar questions about
the integrals and the maximum values: Is the integral (or, the maximum value) of
a polynomial time computable function polynomial time computable? It is believed
that there exist polynomial time computable functions [ and g such that S~ [E PR
and max gE PRo As shown in Sections 6 and 7, however, a proof of the existence
of such an [ or g will show that P # PSPACE or P # NP. Since "P = PSPACE?"
and "P = NP?" are known to be hard problems, a reasonable concession is to
correctly place the integration problem and the maximum value problem in the
nondeterministic classes (e.g., NP-complete, NP-hard, PSPACE-complete) by relat-
ing them to known NP or PSPACE problems. It is shown in [9] that real numbers
cannot be NP-complete or PSPACE-complete unless P = NP or P = PSPACE,
respectively. Therefore, they seem to form a new class of NP problems which are
structurally different from most NP combinatorial problems. We believe that such
a real-valued version of the "P = NP?" problem is important and challenging.
Besides the above questions and several open questions raised in previous
sections, many more problems are left untouched, for example, the complexity of
a sequence of real numbers, the complexity of differential equations, and the
relationship between computational complexity and other analytical properties of
a real function. We believe that the study of these problems will make contributions
to numerical analysis and operations research as well as to complexity theory.
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